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Thank you for your purchase of the Gingko Tumbler
Selfie TWS/Bluetooth Speaker. Please follow this
manual to achieve your best
experience of this beautifully designed object for you.

Please keep this user manual for future reference.

The Tumbler Collection

Accessories

Type C USB Charging Cable

The Tumbler Selfie Speaker
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Instruction Manual
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Lanyard Strap

Lanyard Strap & Charging Instruction
Product Charging Instruction
Open the charging slot cover by turning it clockwisely as below illustration
image. Then connect the USB charging cable to any USB plug adapter with an
output of 5V-1A to charge the product ( Type C cable included, USB plug adapter
not included; Please Note: The product will make two constant beep sound
every 5-10 seconds when the battery is low.
open it by turning it clockwisely

Charging slot behind this cover

When charging, the red indication light is on;
when fully charged, the light will be turned off

charge it by the type C USB cable

Lanyard Strap Installation (Optional)
The lanyard strap is included in the USB cable box. You can install it on the product by
following the below illustration as an optional choice for an even more portable
use.

Lanyard Strap Installation

Power On/ Off

Touch and hold on your finger on
the centre of fabric top for 3-4
seconds to turn on or turn off the
speaker.

You can find a white indication light
flashing when the product is turned
on.

Bluetooth Connection
When the speaker is turned on, you can find " Tumbler Selfie Speaker " in the
Bluetooth searching list on your Bluetooth device and touch to connect it. When
it’s paired, the white indication light will stay on instead of flashing.

Tumbler Selfie

If ‘Tumbler Selfie Speaker’ is not found on your device, turn off the power of the
speaker to reset Bluetooth, or turn off and turn back on the Bluetooth function on
your device, then research on your device again and find "Tumbler Selfie
Speaker" to pair it.

Tumber Selfie Sp...

Selfie Mode & Music/Selfie Mode
Selfie Mode
When the speaker on the Selfie Mode (no music playing on your
smartphone throughout spotify, for example), a single quick touch will take
the selfie photo when the camera function on your device is turned on.

Music/Selfie Mode
When the speaker on the Music Mode, a single quick touch will pause or
restart the music playing. You can still take a selfie photo in the music mode,
but the operation varies depending on your smartphone system.
For Android System: in Music Mode, a single quick touch will take the selfie
photo only when you switched on your camera and will not pause or restart
the music playing.
For IOS system: in Music Mode, quickly touching the touch control centre
twice will enter the Selfie Mode while your camera is turned on. After
entering the Selfie Mode, a single quick touch will take the selfie photo only
and will not pause or restart the music playing, same as the Android System.
To exit the Selfie Mode, quickly touch the touch control centre twice again.
(Please Note: a single touch will increase the music volume if the camera
function is not switched off and the Selfie Mode is not quit)
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Selfie Mode

PHOTO

Music/Selfie Mode

TWS pairing Mode
This product has TWS (true wireless stereo) technology built in so it allows you
to enjoy the stereo quality sound when you have two Tumbler Selfie
Speakers. Please follow the below instructions to get them paired.
1. Turn on both speakers by touching the fabric top on the speakers for 3

seconds and make sure none of the speakers haven’t been paired with
any Bluetooth device first.
2. Quickly tap the touching control area twice on one or both speakers and

they should get paired in 5-10 seconds with a beep sound.
3. If the pairing is not successfully, turn off the both devices and try it

again by following the above instructions. When paired, the main
speaker indication light will flash and the other device light will stay on.
4. The two devices will be automatically paired once they have been

turned on If they have been paired before.
5. A quick touch on the touch control area on either speaker will pause/restart

the playing or take a selfie photo.

Warranty & Product Care

Warranty
This product is covered under one year manufacturer warranty starting from
the date of purchase. Within the warranty period, any repair service or
components replacement will be provided for free.
Warranty does not apply to the following circumstances:

1. Product failure due to improper use, misuse, drops, abuse, alteration, faulty
installation, power line surge or modification.

2. Product failure due to acts of nature such as natural disaster, fire, or flood etc.

Product Care
1. The product is made of natural wood, any natural wood grains is not a
Product fault.

2. Any drop of this product could cause damage to the device.
3. This product is not water proof, so please do not use it under the water.
4. Please note that the product will make a beep indication sound to indicate
when the battery is low. Please charge it as soon as you could.
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